Figure 1.1. The Amphibian in love. Anastasia Vertinskaya and Vladimir Korenev in the USSR's first blockbuster, Amphibian Man, 1962. RIA Novosti. Used with permission.

Man (Chelovek-amfiblia, 1962), a fantastical romance featuring beautiful young stars and state-of-the-art underwater photography, sold 65.5 million. But Soviet cinema-ART had both Ivan and the Amphibian, international esteem and a gigantic domestic audience. It was the kind of thing that went to people’s heads, and not only Soviet filmmakers’. Goskino officials traveled internationally in the post-Stalinist era, too, and they could share a sense of pride in Soviet cinema: the prestige of high art and the clout and dynamism of a mass audience (all the sweeter to savor as audiences were seen shriveling on the vine across Western Europe). It was easy to gloss the details: that Soviet viewers adored the Amphibian even if Sartre and the cinematic community loved Ivan—audience-dynamism rarely correlated with artistic prestige—and that they also showed great affection for the heroes of foreign commercial cinema, say, the American Western The Magnificent Seven (1960). These were “shortcomings” in Soviet parlance, sometimes probed in meetings and in the media but easily evaded in favor of a generalized notion of Soviet cinema-ART: outsized, upstanding, unique.

FOREIGN FILMS ON SOVIET SCREENS: SWINGING WITH TARZAN, INVITING BRIGITTE BARDOT

While the thaw has often been celebrated as the moment when the USSR emerged from Stalinist cultural autarky, the history of cinema presents a more complicated picture. Foreign-made films were a powerful presence in the Russian-Soviet cultural marketplace for nearly all of the twentieth century. The 1930s were an anomaly: the only decade when domestic productions had a conclusive lock on audience affections and the only decade when foreign imports were almost entirely suppressed. In the pre-1927 period, French, American, and German productions ruled the screen, with a nearly 80 percent share of the market in the Russian Empire’s cities, and for most of the twenties foreign domination was equally pronounced.44 Once again in the post–World War II era, foreign cinema had a leading position, beginning almost immediately at the war’s end. If we consider the volume of foreign-made movies proportionate to the overall market, the high point was late Stalinism. In 1951, only one in four films in distribution in the Soviet Union was Soviet-made.45 In 1952, the top of the box-office ratings in the USSR—all four slots—were occupied by four Tarzan pictures from Hollywood. Although actual attendance figures are not available, we know that each sold more than 37.6 million tickets, as that was the figure for the fifth-place film, a Soviet civil war drama “starring” Stalin.46 And 1952 was in no way exceptional for foreign cinema’s triumph. The most widely seen picture in the USSR for the 1940s was neither a thirties classic nor a postwar masterpiece but a German musical production, The Girl of My Dreams (Die Frau meiner Träume, 1944).47

Tarzan, Marika Rökk (the girl of their dreams), and other foreign exotics came to the USSR by way of Nazi Germany; they were war booty and so exceptional by definition. This at least is how the authorities presented them to Soviet audiences. Yet the story of these films’ careers in the USSR reveals fundamental, long-term trends in the Soviet approach to masscult—trends in popular and bureaucratic tastes, mechanisms for control, and the centrality to the system of “commercial considerations,” to use the Soviet bureaucratic trope. In most respects, it turns out, the trophies were not exceptional at all.

It took the Soviets less than a week after the Nazi surrender to have someone from the Ministry of Cinematography on the ground in Germany and hunting for movies. The official, I. Manevich, picked up new boots from Mostfilm’s wardrobe
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films also had their opening credit sequences cut and replaced by a title page that identified them as the spoils of war. In some cases the films were edited so clumsily as to be nonsensical in parts or to alter their original meanings altogether. In the Soviet version of Mr. Deeds Goes to Town (renamed The Dollar Rules), Deeds, a millionaire accused of insanity because he had decided to give his money away, was not vindicated in court in the end. Soviet audiences saw only the judge threatening to expel the millionaire's vociferous supporters, followed by shots of an empty courtroom and the millionaire's belated return in tears.

Mr. Deeds joined Tarzan, Ali-Baba and the Forty Thieves, and the King of California in winning Soviet viewers' hearts all the same. In Tula, all four of the city's movie theaters were showing the foreign films in the fall of 1947, while in Barnaul, the Oktiabr' theater offered forty-five days of trophy cinema that season and only two days of the Stalin cult film The Oath (Khitrovo, 1946). One Big house was showing Girl of My Dreams practically around the clock, from the first screening before noon to the last at one in the morning. In Baku, movie theaters held screenings even later, at two and four in the morning, and some ardent viewers went from one to the next. A whole series of political and workplace organizations in Moscow petitioned for special screenings of Girl of My Dreams, from the Academy of Sciences to large factories such as Krasny Oktiabr'. Even the CCP apparatchik chimed in with its request. Many contemporaries, particularly people who were then youngsters, recall going to see trophy pictures over and over again. Moscow's courtyards sprouted rope-swinging for adventure-some young Tarzan imitators, and boys sported the tarzanek haircut after their hero.

Grown-up Russian men "practically drooled" at the mention of the American Deanna Durbin, while women swooned over Robert Taylor, star of the British love story Waterloo Bridge (1940).

The stunning success of the trophy films elicited some murmurs of concern and even protest at the time. After the release of Girl of My Dreams in 1947, officials from a variety of regional party organizations contacted the CC questioning
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the wisdom of showing the films, as did the head of the Komsomol. In 1948, L. Il'ichev (of the CC Department of Agitation and Propaganda) reported that the department had received "a large quantity of letters from workers" about the film, with "harsh criticism" and, in many cases, demands for their removal from the screen. One man in 1952 wrote of his frustration that Soviet theaters were, as he put it, "engaged in real bourgeois propaganda.

The harmful effects of showing these films can be seen in every courtyard—
including ours, where dozens of children play "Tarzan and Jane," in particular—and also in relations between adults. It seems to me that the state of affairs is reminiscent of the situation in the well-known fairy tale by Andersen, when everyone had to admit that "the emperor had no clothes."

But with the emperor out naked on parade, Soviet media carefully avoided drawing attention to the spectacle. Few indignation messengers like this one appeared in the central press; movie critics kept their distance, too. 

Triumphs were at once official—the mainstay of everyday cinema culture in the late Stalinist USSR—and unofficial, everywhere on view, yet rarely reflected in orthodox visions of Soviet life.

The story of the triumphs captivates people now in its very strangeness. Tarzan and Stalin in one sentence—on one screen, in fact, as any Tarzan showing would have been preceded by newsreels featuring Stalin—is difficult to fathom. Factor in the world beyond the theater, and your head spins. This was a time when the Soviet regime forbade marriage to foreigners, when scores of artists and scientists suffered public persecution, and often worse, for their alleged lack of "Soviet patriotism." If drooling over Deanna Durbin did not qualify as drooling before the West, what did?

Historian Peter Kenez suggests that Soviet leaders were willing to tolerate the tropes because they considered them light and frivolous and also because officials were banking on them to distract people from pressing economic and social problems. Yet other light-cultural forms from the capitalist world—jazz-in-particular—were under heavy ideological assault in the same period.

What was the difference between jazz bands and Tarzan? Imaging, for a start, the sound of millions of kopeck coins jingling in cash drawers across the USSR. As Manevich, the official in charge of seizing the Nazi film fund, explained in 1946, "In the case of a new Soviet picture that sold 25 million tickets (at 25 kopecks per ticket, for a gross take of 10 million rubles) was considered a smash success."

But the film came free of charge. There were dozens of Viva Villa!
The story of the triumphs, then, while captivating, is not so strange after all. With the new wave of imports after Stalin's death, many things changed, but the Soviet audience's taste for foreign, commercial cinema held fast. The children of Tarzan's fans in the USSR crowded theaters for The Magnificent Seven and Bobby (a 1975 Bollywood teen romance); yesterday's droolers for Durbin and Taylor now lusted after Sophia Loren and Rishi Kapoor. Moreover, the fondness of the USSR's cultural bureaucracy for masscult endured over the decades.

In the early postwar period, the framework for authorizing this taste was war booty—a just reward to the victors, like wristwatches seized from POWs. In later years, the official basis for imports was mutual cultural understanding. The Soviet Union also used cultural exchange agreements as a mechanism for promoting Soviet cinema abroad. Sovexportfilm, the organization in charge of import/export deals, chose a packet of films from, say, India, and India, in exchange, accepted a selection of Soviet pictures.

The Soviets also bought films outright. Yet in the Brezhnev era, they were spending US$50,000–100,000 for a picture made in a capitalist country. Films from the developing world came far cheaper and were often bartered for goods, a fact that made them even more attractive. With socialist countries, the typical method was exchange. The division of cinematic production into "capitalist," "socialist," and "developing world" is an artifact of Sovexportfilm's own classification system. The Soviets never paid percentages or royalties—a sale was a sale—and they were also known to circulate film prints until they were shredded.

The most popular film of all time in the USSR, Soviet or foreign, was a Mexican-made melodrama with a gypsy theme, Yaesta (1971).
which the Soviets bought for only US$20,000 in 1974. Yenedit sold 91 million tick-
eets.72 Even with the costs of copying, distribution, theater management, and so
on, the clatter of kopeck coins was thunderous. Sovkinofilm had a reputation
as the most profitable foreign trade sector in the economy, and it was not thanks
to exports. For every ruble in its budget, Sovkinofilm earned income from
foreign film purchases at 5 rubles; in the case of some masscult pictures, it could
reach 250.73

Comprehensive statistics on the foreign-film market in the USSR are not
available at this time, but all indications suggest that films from capitalist
countries attracted more viewers as a rule than either Soviet productions or
films from the socialist bloc. A CC investigation in 1960 found that in the first
nine months of that year, each film from the capitalist world drew an average
audience of more than 500,000 in Moscow, while Soviet productions averaged
375,000 and socialist bloc pictures, 333,000.74 Using other indicators, histori-
rian Sudha Rajagopalan concluded that Indian-made films were even more
successful than capitalist productions on the Soviet market. The USSR im-
ported 266 films from India in the period 1954 to 1991, nearly all of them (75%)
Hindi-language melodramas made in Bombay (so-called Bollywood cinema).
Rajagopalan counted the number of films surpassing the 20-million-mark for
ticket sales in their first year of release and found that fifty productions were
from India, more than from any other country. (The United States was second
with forty-one, France third with thirty-eight.)75 Until 1962’s blockbuster,
Amphibian Man, the record holder for any film was one of the first Indian produc-
tions to come to the USSR: Raj Kapoor’s The Vagabond, released in 1954. An
nearly 64 million tickets, The Vagabond still ranks in the top twenty films at the
box office for the entire Soviet era.76

In 1960, Central Committee investigators concluded that the country’s cine-
matic network had “received an excessively large diffusion of films from capitalist
countries” and that “as a result, the attentions of a wide sphere of Soviet people
are riveted on themes and ideas far from our tasks in ideological work and not
inappropriately contradicting those tasks.”77 This was one of several attacks on cin-
ema repertoire, by the Central Committee and others, between 1958 and 1964,
and some modifications did follow. Never again (in the Soviet era) would the
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Here we can draw a straight line back to the trophy film era: the Soviet cultural bureaucracy was consistently canny when it came to imports. For all the complaints about greedy officials pushing lowbrow movies and talk of their corrupting influence, these films never left the screen. They were essential to the smooth functioning of the Soviet cinematic system. Boris Pavlenok, Goskino’s deputy chairman in the seventies, described the rationale in 2003:

In order to make ends meet, we “invited Brigitte Bardot,” as we used to say. This is a normal approach for producers. It is not important where I get the money—the main thing is to pay off my debts and obtain credits for the following year. Sometimes, the head of Goskino would call Vormash and say: “Listen, buy some Yezenic or another, my accounts are empty.” So we bought Indian melodramas, tossed them in the theaters in many copies, and filled up the budget. Soviet officials naturally did not speak in public about the Bardot technique, nor did they share the details of another important continuity with the past: acquisition practices. Sovexportfilm representatives made a preliminary selection of films abroad and sent copies to Moscow to a special commission for review. The commission comprised people from Goskino, the CC apparatus, the Ministry of the Interior and sometimes other ministries, the KGB, the Filmmaker’s Union, and also representatives of the “public,” such as writers and teachers, and it generated reports with recommendations. Until 1965, every acquisition of a capitalist production required an official go-ahead from the CC secretariat. But even after 1965, “the final word in any case rested with the CC,” said one former participant, and in practice, the tastes of the top-level authorities carried enormous weight. Divorce Italian Style, for example, reportedly made the cut because Adzhubei was a fan.

Sovexportfilm for this reason played it very safe in its proposals. The selection it sent for review was always narrow, and this was especially true as much of cinema outside the USSR grew more sexually explicit, violent, and morally ambiguous. It was not enough for a film to contain stringent social criticism, to be anti-American, anticapitalist, or even Marxist. If it might be considered “formalist” (read: a nonlinear plot or abstract or experimental cinematography), “naturalist” (naked bodies), or “brutal” (graphic violence), Sovexportfilm had good grounds to assume it would be rejected. This is one reason why Bollywood productions—typically free of these defects—were perennial favorites for acquisition. Politics could come into play in other ways as well. Sovexportfilm’s former deputy head recalled that the buying commission’s favorable recommendation of Milos Forman’s Amadeus (1984) was blocked by the Czechoslovak communist leadership, who made it known how offended they would be should their Soviet comrades purchase a film made by a “traitor” to their homeland. If, as was sometimes the case, the Soviets decided to acquire a picture with objectionable scenes, they altered it, and this too was a link with the past. Audiences in the USSR saw a Divorce Italian Style almost entirely stripped of its storyline about a local communist, deemed too controversial. Censors were known to cut as much as thirty minutes of a standard two-hour feature. They also edited—changing the sequencing of scenes, for example—and purposefully mistranslated dialogue in dubbing. These practices reached historic heights in the seventies and eighties, but by then they were a Soviet tradition stretching back to the twenties. Titles were changed wholesale, color films were printed in black-and-white; Soviet artists copied and recorded songs from foreign film soundtracks as their own. In the hands of the Soviet cultural system, embattled by definition, masscult films were always a kind of war booty. The attitude was that once captured, respect to the rights of creators and mindful, even fearful, of the potential power of the creators. These movies were there to generate revenues and demonstrate the Soviet state’s commitment to providing art and leisure (even if of dubious quality). They were also objects of intense attraction from the very top of the system down. The Soviet love affair with masscult cinema was no fling; it was an enduring, fruitful passion at the very heart of the cultural system.

**DEFINING CINEMATIC SUCCESS**

Cinema’s superprofitability in the USSR is a historical chestnut that deserves to be cracked open and examined. In Soviet times, officials often bragged about their multibillion-strong audience, and although they mostly refrained from grubby talk of rubles and kopecks, the message was clear enough. Internal reports from Goskino and the Filmmakers Union did include financial data, and in the mid-sixties they put gross ticket sales at roughly 1 billion rubles annually, of which the state was said to have collected 440 million in “pure profit.” Boris Pavlenok claimed in his post-Soviet memoirs that cinema had a 900 percent profit margin during his tenure. He also cited the figure of 1 billion rubles for an annual box office and estimated 440 million rubles or so as the annual take.

All these figures should be taken as notional rather than actual because they were notional in their original historical context. The 1 billion-ruble gross sales
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number, for example, was not an actual box-office figure but rather an estimate derived from the number of tickets sold. The USSR, unlike most countries at the time, evaluated cinema in tickets, not cash; paid tickets were also often sloppily equated with viewers, which had the effect of inflating audience size since individuals frequently saw a film more than once. Taking an average price (itself an estimate) of 45 kopecks per ticket and an audience of 4 billion (also estimated), one arrives at a box-office take of 1 billion rubles. Similarly, the 440 million derived from the organization of the film financing system by plan, 55 percent of all receipts from movie ticket sales went to local budgets. That would leave roughly 440 million of the 1 billion in "pure profit." 94

Overall, we can say that cinema was a moneymaking venture for the Soviet state through the seventies. 95 The boom to city and regional coffers, in particular, was substantial: movie money helped pay the salaries of teachers, doctors, and many others on municipal payrolls across the USSR. My point here is not to mock the Soviets for either their pride or their bookkeeping but rather to draw our attention to how they framed cinematic success. Two important themes emerge. The first is the centrality of profit to cinema's very identity in the Soviet context. Though the term "profit" itself was shunned, the conventional wisdom—false but durable—was that film ranked second only to vodka in generating revenues for the state. The most important of the arts was always marked by its Midas touch, and filmmakers did not hesitate to point this out. Cinema, the Filmmakers' Union and Goskino reminded the CC in 1966, "is the only art in our country that brings in stable, constant, and ever-increasing revenues." 96

The second important theme to note is the opacity of Soviet film finances as a matter of policy and not mere incompetence. Along with audience research, economics was the least well-tended and most secretive field in the entire cinematic sphere. It is not only that the Soviets did not collect accurate, comprehensive data. 97 They also rarely publicized and discussed what they did know. Box-office figures were almost never published, and even filmmakers rarely knew how their work had fared in theaters—nor were they particularly interested. The perpetual, systemic cloudiness about the facts on the ground and demands for "performance," however vaguely defined, opened filmmakers up to periodic assaults for squandering resources and undermining a winning sector of the socialist economy. Yet this kind of systemic cloud cover also worked to their advantage. 98 It was, in this way, one of the most fruitful contradictions of the Soviet film industry. Movie theaters were packed, film was profitable overall, and digging into the details could well be considered beneath the dignity of the socialist artist or even a socialist cultural bureaucrat. 99 The image of Soviet cinema's profitability was essential to the smooth functioning of a system that had many bumpy patches.

Art or no, cinema was also an industrial-process, and it suffered production problems typical of Soviet industry. The plan was the organizing principle. In the case of film, production plans were set by the film administration and the appropriate Central Committee departments, and they were organized by theme: a thematic plan (tematicheskiy plan) specified the number of films a studio would produce in a given year—seven films in the historical-revolutionary thematic slot, three social dramas, and so on. 100 There were also plans for shorter periods—quarterly plans, for example. Studios routinely failed to meet them all. Sally Belfrage, an American who worked briefly on a Mosfilm production in the late fifties, noticed very little happening on the set until the very end of the month, when there was a flurry of activity. 101 This was storming to meet the plan, much as Belfrage would have found in a refrigerator plant. And since half or more of all film productions in the early sixties were not completed until the final quarter of the fiscal year, storming must have been very common. Other productions—again, an estimated 50 percent—simply ran over schedule. 102

Why was this so? A 1963 evaluation of the industry gave a typical litany of problems, from overstretching and unnecessary travel to rewriting screenplays and recasting actors midway through productions. 104 If Soviet filmmakers were
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that set the gears in motion for additional forms of compensation. A top-rated picture brought its studio a bonus of 15 percent of its budgeted cost, whereas a second-tier rating brought to percent and a third tier 5 percent. Directors, too, received bonus payments based on ratings and regardless of whether they had met their fiscal plans. In fact, from the perspective of a studio and its professionals, the longer and more expensive the production, the better: Since boni- s for production crews were calculated as a percentage of their total wages for the shoot, they had a built-in incentive to draw things out. A picture that lost money overall still stood to make money for its studio and the people who made it. The forgotten The General and the Daisies (General i margaritki, 1963) failed to earn back even 70 percent of its costs (for production, copying, and distribution) in ticket sales yet still earned Morfilm a healthy 50,000-ruble bonus. The key was the rating.

Ratings determined how many copies of a film were printed (its tirazh), and this made them especially important to screenwriters and composers. Unlike other film professionals, these two groups had a right to royalties, calculated as a percentage of the gross take in theaters (pototishche). The range in film tirazh was very wide—anything from a dozen to a few thousand copies—and a high rating was no guarantee of high royalties. Republic- and district-level authorities had a say in setting cinematic repertory in their areas, and in theory, a film with a top rating might not be selected widely. In practice, higher ratings were useful incentives for filmmakers and screenwriters alike.
almost always translated into larger print runs and widespread distribution. Actors also stood to gain materially from high ratings, although rarely at the level of screenwriters, composers, and directors.¹¹⁷ Though most were ordinary salaried studio employees, actors who had been awarded state honors—“people’s artists” (narodnye artisty), for example—brought home fatter pay envelopes and other perquisites as well. To participate in highly rated films with wide distribution was to increase the odds of collecting honors.¹¹⁸

- Limiting distribution practically guaranteed limited audiences; the regime employed this strategy for controversial works throughout the postwar period. Tarkovsky’s The Mirror (Zerkalo, 1975) was printed in only thirty copies for the entire USSR, to give one example.¹¹⁹ Conversely, to grant a picture a high travel was to give it the biggest possible advantage on the Soviet market. This was the case with the so-called state orders (goszakazy), the most prestigious and potentially lucrative of all productions. Most filled the historical-revolutionary (1917 and the civil war) or military-patriotic (World War II) slots in studios’ thematic plans, and all were lavishly funded, promoted, and distributed. The Living and the Dead (Zhyvye i mertvye, 1964), a screen adaptation of the novel by Konstantin Simonov, was one example. With a whopping three thousand copies in Soviet theaters, it inevitably topped the box-office charts. The director Sergei Bondarchuk made several films by goszakaz, including War and Peace (Voyna i mir, 1966–67), a four-part extravaganza that gave new meaning to the cliché “a cast of thousands.” Bondarchuk used his connections to muster an entire cavalry division for the film. The estimated cost: nearly 20 million rubles.¹²⁰

By way of comparison, the Filmmakers’ Union reported spending a little over 2 million rubles over a five-year period in the seventies on housing projects for its members.¹²¹

A goszakaz film embodied the essence of Soviet cinematic production. In effect, the goszakaz filmmaker locked in top ratings, bonuses, honors, festival prizes, and foreign travel—the best the system had to offer if you played by its rules. He (and most were men) guarantted Soviet cinematic success by successfully managing his relationships with people in power. Not every film could be a goszakaz, and not every film professional aspired to work on one.
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situation worsened as the sixties wore on, especially after 1968. The ideological controversies around cinema were serious, and they have been skillfully documented by Fomin, Josephine Woll, and other film scholars. Yet for all that, we should recognize that nothing fundamentally altered the way filmmaking was organized in the Soviet Union after Stalin. Cinema was mass art, but small films (gray or artistic—much depended on your perspective) proliferated; Amphibian Man remained a rare exception; and generations of audiences packed the aisles for movies identified as ideological lightweight, if not pollutants.

As in other spheres of Soviet life, the question was not as much one of skill as one of self-interest, incentive, and inertia. Cinema’s business model generated revenues for the state; the pyramid structure stood, and it was impressive in size and scope. Soviet filmmakers had very little incentive to alter its structure and produce audience-pleasing films. No doubt director Mark Donskoi spoke for many when he told distribution officials, “I think that if I have made a film, then it is your business to take care of putting it forward [sament’ia ego prodvisheniem]. I have never gone out to the movie theaters, and I do not feel comfortable selling my own films.” In terms of cultural capital, there was indubitably more prestige to be won by producing an artistically innovative, sophisticated work than by attracting mass audiences. Mass popularity could be damaging to one’s reputation and sense of self; cinema’s amphibian man, Vladimir Korenev, said he found his success embarrassing, and he refused romantic leading roles and eschewed entertainment-oriented films from then on. The highest goal for any Soviet film professional was to join the canon, preferably the international one, which is where Soviet cinema-art saw itself as the natural leader. And though not everyone could be a Sergei Eisenstein, of course, there were few penalties for nursing those delusions, not even financial ones. The landscape was in fact swine with incentives.

Cultural capital was a critical commodity for Soviet filmmakers on its own terms, as George Faraday has argued. Film professionals publicly scorned “petit bourgeois materialism” (meschansvo), reflecting both Soviet ideology and the traditional orientation of the Russian intelligentsia. Antimaterialism was also a theme in many Soviet films, and we have no reason to question filmmakers’ sincerity. Marlen Khutsiev, director of a controversial youth-themed film, Itchi’s Gate (Zastava llchica), released as I Am Twenty (Mne 20 let, 1965), recalled that after the film’s first screening at the studio, Mikhail Romm came up to him and said, “Marlen, you have justified your existence.” Soviet cinema-art could not have been more serious to self-defined Soviet artists.

Nevertheless, the structure of the system was such that it was always impossible to isolate cultural capital from the political and material kind. Romm’s opinion of Itchi’s Gate—and, more broadly, mobilizing the cinematic community (so-called obshchestvennoe menoe, or public opinion) in favor of your film—was essential. People at Goskino and the Central Committee were not certain to accept the currency, but sometimes they did. Cineastes knew too that cultural capital could be spent to improve their lifestyles: such was the way of the Soviet world. Tickets from the Filmakers’ Union to a rare movie screening went to your connection in the electronics shop who had promised you first pick from the new shipment of transistors, to your seamstress, to your doctor. If you were sent to Venice with your film and saved your per diem wisely, you just might be able to buy shoes for yourself and a raincoat for your daughter. Nearly every Soviet cineaste’s memoir includes at least one story of this kind, and though most are simply self-mocking in tone, they also acknowledge the importance of these consumer booms in a system of chronic shortages. On a larger scale, this was acknowledged as a great Soviet artist (especially, but not only, by foreigners) could mean moving from a communal to an individual apartment or jumping the queue for a telephone or a car. Cultural capital not only had real currency in the film community and among the intelligentsia, but it also counted “on the street” (with your hairdresser and mechanic) and most significantly, “upstairs” among the political-bureaucratic elites.

In 1988, with the system unraveling at lightning speed, one Soviet director attempted to orient a reporter from the New Yorker magazine: “In most countries,” he said, “you make either films that are high art or films for the general public—for people to enjoy. But in the political situation that existed here for so long the vast majority of films were of neither type. They were made to please the people in Goskino, and nobody watched them.” Fomin and other film scholars stress the same dynamic—filmmaker-bureaucrat or, better still, filmmaker under bureaucrat—and emphasize how damaging this was to the creative process because it induced people to play it safe. There were so many gray films in Soviet
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cinema, the argument goes, because the bureaucrats, the party, the regime bled the color out of nearly every one.

The bleeding was real enough, no doubt. But determining just who ordered the operations and how they transpired is more difficult. Soviet cinema was a complex social formation. Although historians tend to trace bright lines separating film professionals from the "other side," if we look at the way the system was lived, we see that all lines of necessity overlapped. A filmmaker had to please people in power, but some of the most powerful people in Soviet cinema were fellow filmmakers—cinema's power brokers. Screenwriters and directors altered their work to meet the demands of their studios long before they went before Goskino. This was mutual censorship; there was also self-censorship. No doubt—many people involved would have preferred not to do it—including some on the bureaucratic side. It is a point several former cineastes have made when prompted to recount their experiences with censorship. Khusiev, for example, took exception to one interviewer's blanket statements condemning the authorities (rukovodstvo) in 2005. "Today people curse the editors, but they varied," he said, mentioning one studio editor who stood up for him. The interviewer persisted: "But there were 'supervisors' [smotritel] at Goskino who saw sedition in the most innocent things." Khusiev answered, "This is complicated too, because after all they were not free. They suggested that I get going on new projects."

People had no choice but to work together across artist-bureaucrat lines, and given the importance of networking in Soviet life generally, they often socialized across lines as well. Many Soviet officials prided themselves on having friends in the arts and cultivated those ties. Actor Vevolod Sanaev joked with a friend, "What do you think, why do the bosses include me in every film delegation traveling abroad...? Because they are bored! How do they relax there in the evenings? They sit in their hotel rooms and drink. And I tell jokes and cock-and-bull stories... Thanks to this talent of mine, I have seen the whole world." When director Georgii Danelia went to Rome for the first time in 1963, he shared a hotel room with Baskakov, then new to Goskino. This would not have been his choice, he later wrote, but the two men got along better than he had imagined; and he sympathized with the deputy chair's difficulties on his maiden voyage abroad—his failure to anticipate needing more than two shirts, for example. Baskakov was the boss without a doubt (Danelia handed over his shirts), but it was Danelia who had experience in foreign situations, and it was Danelia and his filmmaker colleagues who got Baskakov the invitation he coveted to a swanky dinner with Italian cinema's leading lights. A film official had more power than filmmakers, but in some situations, he also had no choice but to work together across the lines.

---

Figure 1.2. Connections: Minister of Culture Ekaterina Furtseva hobnobs with French star Leslie Caron and leading Soviet director Sergei Iutkevich, 1967. Boris Kaufman, RIA Novosti. Used with permission.

It was no minor point that filmmakers in the USSR were said to produce something defined as art—something that would uplift the masses at home and spread the good news about superior socialist culture abroad. Even in the context of an authoritarian system, Soviet filmmakers' status as artists always gave them a good deal more room for maneuver than the portrait painted for the New Yorker reader implies. Even films sent straight to the shelf still meant a paycheck for their producers. Some directors—Tarkovski is the best example—saw their work all but banned at home yet screened and sometimes sold abroad. And even directors who were troublemakers from the regime's point of view, but did not enjoy international cachet, were usually able to secure financing for future projects. A fruitful, if painful contradiction. For all the real ideological pressures exerted on Soviet filmmakers, they were never compelled by the regime to make popular or even acceptable films. And this is because cultural capital was a meaningful commodity not only to them but to Soviet political elites as well.

REDEFINING CINEMATIC SUCCESS UNDER BREZHNEV?
The best demonstration of Soviet cinema's deep structure and values is the story of the Experimental Creative Studio, or ETK (Ekspertentsial'noe tsvorcheskoe khozhdth), a targeted test in applying the profit motive to film production...
that lasted from the mid-sixties to the mid-seventies. Although the formation of Goskino in 1965 was meant to put the cinematic house in order, the new men in the Kremlin were still dissatisfied and instituted another bureaucratic reorganization two years later. Goskino saw its status and staffing levels raised and also suffered a wave of firings. More sweeping measures, however, still lingered in the air; one idea was to create a Ministry of Cinema, as had existed under Stalin; the Politburo also considered liquidating all the creative unions and replacing them with a single organization, the better to manage the intelligentsia. The new Filmmakers’ Union worked actively in this period to forestall what it saw as drastic action, and together with Goskino, it put together a series of proposals for reforming Soviet cinema that were remarkable in their candor and often radical in their approach. Singling out the ratings system as, in the words of one 1966 proposal, “the source of the complete apathy of creative workers and studio directors regarding their films’ performance in theaters,” they advocated introducing limited material penalties pegged to box-office results. It was an idea in step with the times: In 1965, the Kremlin had tipped its hat cautiously to the profit motive with the Kosygin reforms (named for the then chairman of the USSR Council of Ministers, Aleksei Kosygin). The reformist spark turned out to be fleeting, however, and the regime opted instead to ratchet up control by expanding and purging the film bureaucracy yet again and increasing party oversight. This process, which had parallels in other mass media, picked up momentum after 1968 and culminated in 1972 in the resignation of Goskino under Yermash. The Experimental Creative Studio was a lone survivor of the sixties reformist moment and lasted until 1976, when it was declared to have run its course. Roughly ten years later, in the full flush of perestroika, cineastes would cite the ETK story as an example of how an incompetent and intolerant bureaucracy had stifled cinemal progress.

ETK’s founder, Grigori Chukhrailo, was no run-of-the-mill Soviet cineaste, and the same could be said of Vladimir Pozner, his chief collaborator, a dynamic manager with a rare commodity in the Soviet film world: Hollywood experience. (Pozner was an émigré who had spent much of his adult life in the United States, where he had managed overseas film distribution for MGM.) Chukhrailo came to cinema a decorated veteran of World War II, and this, plus his international reputation (his films had won multiple awards, including Cannes) gave him unusual clout with the authorities. Moreover, though Chukhrailo was a proud party man and socialist, he was also a self-styled maverick. With his intellectual and moral swagger, Chukhrailo epitomized the studteistiatniki (people of the sixties) spirit: he was a true believer. And it is in this context that we must examine his cinematic experiment in market socialism.

Chukhrailo told Soviet Screen in 1966 that the problem with the Soviet cinematic system was that it “incessantly pushes people to lie.” The insight had come to him, he said, when he was working as a screenwriter, and a director asked him to add a few bogus shots in order to pad the budget. Chukhrailo refused, but rather than blame the director, he concluded that the root of the problem was the system’s fixation with meeting budgets regardless of performance or artistic merit. The ETK was designed to reward people according to how well a film performed with audiences. Screenwriters, for example, earned twice as much at ETK as at other studios, provided that their films drew an audience of at least 30 million. The studio was also prepared to penalize failure: the same screenwriters who stood to gain from a hit got no bonus at all if their films failed to sell 7 million tickets, the average amount necessary to cover the cost of production and distribution. It was a sink-or-swim operation: if they made unpopular films, it would fail, and its staff would be out of work.

The ETK was thus the first and only Soviet studio since the 1920s to focus on crowd-pleasing productions. “The ETK shunned making films for an elite circle,” said one of its most successful directors, V. Motyl. “It was interested in genre films for mass distribution.” Many of these directors achieved terrific successes with their ETK productions, and on the whole the studio proved profitable. For the period 1966–71, ETK films on average drew 22.2 million viewers, compared with the overall Soviet average of 17.3 million. Chukhrailo boasted of their accomplishments in 1986: “Productivity increased sharply, and useless expenses dropped. In terms of profitability, our films surpassed our highest expectations.”
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Although the ETK was brought summarily to an end in February 1976, Goskino's decree sounding the death knell also seemed to endorse the studio's business model. Linking the "size of the material rewards for film crews" with their observance of shooting schedules and budgets had achieved "significant results," it said, and it recommended that the leading figures in ETK be rewarded for having "fulfilled an important governmental task." The studio had passed all of its periodic governmental audits with high marks, and in 1973, Goskino had gone so far as to establish a special commission to develop plans for expanding the experiment to the entire Soviet film industry. One year later, the head of Mosfilm declared that his entire studio would shift to ETK's model of self-financing. The February 1976 decree itself claimed that Goskino and Mosfilm had studied the results of the experiment and were "developing new, specific principles of planning and organizing production, providing economic incentives and increasing workers' material self-interest in creating films of high ideological quality." None of this came to pass. It is hard to know why there were these confusing signals, but it should come as no great surprise that the ETK model was allowed to die on the vine. Following its principles would have turned the entire film industry on its head—precisely the kind of fundamental change that all bureaucracies, and not only the Soviet, resist. Yet why snuff out the studio itself, which was, after all, highly profitable? Valerii Fomin, who has enjoyed unusually broad access to the Goskino archive, reported that there is no paper trail to follow about the decision to close the studio; the 1976 decree is not accompanied by the usual supporting documents. Fomin speculated that Yermash, the Goskino chairman, was personally behind the disbanding of ETK because its success made him, and the entire industry, look bad. Chukhrail told an interviewer in 2001 that the decision had "come from above" [Yermash]. "It was axed with the rest of the Kosygin reforms." In 1986, he offered a few vague comments about people who saw the ETK as "a reproach and a threat to their well-being" and elaborated more fully in his post-Soviet memoirs: Goskino economists and film professionals had opposed the model. On one occasion, he said, he was called in to the CC offices to explain how it was that Leonid Gaidai had earned 18,000 rubles for a single film. Apparently they had been hearing complaints from other people in the film world. Garden-variety jealousy? Yes, but given the rules of the game, opposing the ETK was also nothing if not logical. It seems telling that the ranks of ETK directors were filled with two extremes: the very young (E. Klimov, L. Shepitko, A. Smirnov) and the very well established (Chukhrail himself, G. Danilin, L. Gaidai, P. Todorovskii). Few people were interested in taking up the challenge. If the entire industry were to shift to an ETK model for production, then most professionals in the film world would be cut from the studios' payrolls and forced to compete for contracts. If bonuses were tied to box-office receipts, then some people stood to live without bonuses. The Filmmakers' Union was always interested in increasing its powers (and directors' powers too); the sixties proposals, in the full flush of a reformist moment, can be seen in that light. But the union was less supportive of competition (in 1966 it opposed and defeated a plan to award productions on the basis of contests), and a sink-or-swim approach had little to recommend it. By the 1970s, the costs of filmmaking had risen substantially, and the overwhelming majority of Soviet productions were receiving high ratings. Bonuses were solid and dependable, and cineastes had even more reason to shun the risks of competition.

The other obvious possible source of opposition to the ETK is ideological. Konchalovskii, who worked as a screenwriter for ETK, claimed that the studio was "a nest of revisionism, a hoard of samizdat [and] seditious ideas." The real ETK had ended as early as 1968, he wrote, when "tanks drove through Prague, showing the whole world how experiments end up." That year the studio, which had been independent, was attached to Mosfilm. Certainly the atmosphere and ethos of the ETK were unique. Chukhrail and Pozner welcomed young professionals with dubious political credentials, and the studio was known to champion controversial projects as well. The 1976 decree has an undeniable whiff of ideological dissatisfaction: it faulted the studio for failing to create "large-scale pictures on contemporary and historical-revolutionary themes"—the two favored thematic categories for Soviet cinema.art.

It is possible, as Konchalovskii suggests, that the ETK was shut down as a breeding ground of subversion, but the truth seems more prosaic. The studio inspired jealousy and had few defenders, and in a system that had for generations...
relied on relationships and barter, this meant a great deal. But most important of all, the ETK was, in context, superfluous. It is true that it was profitable, but so was Soviet cinema in big-picture terms—inefficient, yes, wasteful, no doubt, but what of it? With a block office of a billion tickets, the bureaucrats at Goskino and the CC could still crow to their bosses and their foreign counterparts about Soviet cinema’s might.

Chukhrai always spoke of the ETK as a model for modernizing Soviet cinema. (In his memoirs, he stated that its planning experts had designed evaluation techniques analogous to those used in the American space program.) Yet in many ways, by the late sixties and certainly the seventies, Chukhrai, with his socialist realism, was already an old-fashioned figure on the scene. The Soviet cinematic sphere modernized without him, if by modernization we mean its increased complexity, differentiation, and resemblance to cinemas in the capitalist West. The notion of resemblance may seem counterintuitive, given the expansion of Goskino-party control mechanisms in this period and the increasingly complex choreography of social, political, and bureaucratic factors that came with it. Control was plainly never in question; there was no samizdat movie circuit in the USSR. What we do see, nonetheless, is a steady segmentation of the Soviet cinematic sphere into high/low, elite/mass, art-house/mainstream zones, with different films, different audiences, and even different venues. This was one facet of the broad process of sociocultural modernization in the postwar USSR that brought people more free time, disposable income, and cultural resources, as well as more clearly delineated phases in the life-cycle, and that therefore facilitated a variety of choice.

Audience segmentation was an ideological live wire. Few people were willing to touch the genre, certainly not in the fifties and sixties. Art, by definition, transcended individual taste and experience, and cinema was the “most important of the arts.” A film about a construction worker might well appeal to construction workers more than to sailors or students, but its artistry (its “truth” as Soviet writers often put it) lent it universal import. Chukhrai’s own work, to his mind, was mass art, and that was his goal for the ETK films as well. He was a traditionalist in this sense. But in the seventies the realities of the cultural marketplace very clearly pointed to self-segmentation of the Soviet audience and divisions within the filmmaking community too. And to some extent, these divisions were pursued and promoted by regime policies.

Goskino’s new chairman, Yermash, was a vigorous proponent of Soviet-made, genre productions, or films with an entertainment orientation, and an open admirer of capitalist models; one director even recalled his screening Hollywood pictures at meetings as an example for cineastes. However, the new emphasis on genre was never designed to supplant goskino films with ideological heft, nor was it advanced as Soviet cinema-art’s organizing principle and still dominant face to the world. Some former cineastes even praise Yermash today for having appreciated the value of aesthetically challenging projects and for supporting their development within the parameters of ideological correctness (unlike, it is said, his predecessor, Romanov). “He did not care about whether an individual picture covered its costs, but he did worry about the profitability of the sector as a whole,” explained one historian. In genre, he saw a mechanism for maintaining the movie industry’s bottom line.

The Yermash policy had undeniable successes. Melodrama was a main beneficiary, and its most famous example, Moscow Does Not Believe in Tears (Moskva slesam ne verit, 1979) a sweeping Soviet-style tears-to-riches romance, not only conquered the Soviet market, selling 64 million tickets for each of its two parts, but won the Academy Award for Best Foreign Picture to boot. Cineastes also tried their hand at large-scale action films and thrillers during his tenure, including Pirates of the Twentieth Century (Pirati XX veka, 1979), another two-part extravaganza that pitied Soviet sailors against opium smugglers in a gripping, inevitably uneven battle. (The good guys won.) At 68 million tickets, Pirates was the number one Soviet film of the era, and came close to besting the USSR’s absolute record holder, the Mexican Yenico. Yermash presided over an era of blockbusters. The overall audience for cinema in the USSR was in fact shrinking—people were going less and less often—but there was also a greater number of hit pictures than ever before in the seventies.

Meanwhile, in small, often out-of-the-way cinemas, clubs, and special screenings, cognoscenti audiences were watching what in the West would be called “art house” films—and this, too, must be considered an essential feature of the Yermash era. Some of these pictures were foreign-made, and others were productions that Goskino had decided to bury on the market by limiting their distribution, but many were films no one, including Yermash, had ever expected to reach a mass audience: films made to speak to an elite that did not call itself an elite. They were “people with developed taste,” “aesthetically educated people.” This sector, made possible by the remarkable boom in the movie industry after Stalin’s death, expanded in the Yermash era; as it did, it took on a more distinctive cultural identity. By promoting a more robust entertainment sector in the industry, the regime also authorized a more forthright cultural elitism. Segmentation was still a tricky concept ideologically; the unified mass audience remained the ideal. Nonetheless, some critics and filmmakers now referred to elite productions and audiences proudly. As one cineaste said in the
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perestroika period. "The very existence of the Soviet arts depends on the fact that we can idle away year after year and then ingeniously hit the nail on the head." It was this idling and ingenuity that the rejection of an ETK model protected, and with it a whole way of thinking about films, filmmakers, and audiences.

The postwar Soviet film industry always operated with a business model that used entertainment-oriented cinema, foreign and Soviet-made, to fill the coffers. The shift in the seventies and Yermash was not fundamental: it was one of degree and, to certain extent, of frankness about the model itself. In the eyes of many historians and some former Soviet cineastes, "cynicism" would be the more operative term. There is a tendency in the literature to present the policies of the Yermash era as antiprogressive, even reactionary. Some say masscult imports and Soviet-made genre films "deformed" audience sensibilities ("the public taste in entertainment turned 'bourgeois,'" wrote one historian). Others describe the growing segmentation of mass-elite cinemas in terms of loss ("the destruction of audience cohesion"). Yermash is accused of trying to "enforce an entertainment orientation on the film industry." It is an argument that echoes voices from the era, when Goskino's support for blockbusters was repelled in many quarters as an assault on the notion of cinema as an art and on the position of the artist in Soviet society. At the Filmmakers' Union congress in 1981, several people, including the screenwriter for Moscow Does Not Believe in Tears, referred to the "snobbery" of the cineaste establishment faced with so-called box-office (kassovyje) films; others defended their right and their duty as Soviet artists to ignore the box office. Yermash told the assembled filmmakers that the "economic factor" was "one of the most important [factors]" in their work. "Figures reflect the importance and the role of cinema in the life of the people." And yet, even at its most frankly commercial moment under Yermash, the Soviet film industry did not go so far as to adopt the ETK model, though economic viability may now have been touted as one of the most important factors, bureaucrats and political elites, cineastes and viewers all had more pressing factors in mind. For this reason, Faraday characterized the Soviet industry as "nonrationalized" in financial terms. But Soviet cinema had its own terms. Mosfilm had three times as many cameramen on staff as there were jobs in the seventies. They knew the terms when they picked up their pay packets every week, as did cineastes who defended their duty to pursue Soviet cinema-art, regardless of costs or revenues. And as for redefining cinematic success under Brezhnev, they saw no need.

**SOVIET FILMS ON FOREIGN SCREENS: CINEMA-ART AND THE CULTURAL COLD WAR**

If the contradictions of Soviet cinema-art bore fruit domestically—for cineastes and the industry, for bureaucrats, and even for audiences in this golden age of moviegoing—what about the international context? Dependents thought they were on masscult, Soviet officials always promoted their cinematic system as a world apart and a model for emulation. The Soviet minister of culture launched Moscow's 1958 International Film Festival by declaring, "[T]he days of Hollywood's domination of the world market are coming to an end." Soviet cinema-art would lead the way. Nine years later the Soviets inaugurated an international festival in Tashkent for film from the postcolonial world that further promoted the image of Soviet cinema-art as both anti-Hollywood and the antidote to Hollywood.

Success on the international screen was central to Soviet cinema's identity, and from some angles did cut an impressive figure. In the Khrushchev era, Sovexportfilm expanded its operations substantially to field offices worldwide (in over 50 countries as of the sixties); where it had no official representation (such as in the United States), its agents brokered deals via intermediaries. In 1967, to take one year, the USSR boasted film sales in 108 countries, for a total gross revenue of over 4,4 million rubles (roughly 2 million from sales to the socialist bloc, 2,4 to capitalist countries.). Certain films sold very widely. By 1965, Grigorii Chukhrailo's Ballad of a Soldier (Ballada o soldate, 1959) had sold in 93 countries and The Cranes Are Flying (Letiat shuravli, 1958) in 88. Raw figures, however, are often misleading. One major film could weight the scales: the rights to War and Peace, for example, sold for USSR3,4 million, a sizable chunk of the total revenue from capitalist-country sales in 1967. More important, a sale did not necessarily translate into widespread distribution. The
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Cranes Are Flying was one of the films the United States bought via a 1958 U.S.-Soviet exchange, and though it got good play on the university and art-house circuit, it never entered the cinematic mainstream. The number of Soviets who watched The Magnificent Seven dwarfed that of Americans who saw Cranes, and the same might be said in comparing Soviet audiences for Les Misérables (1958) and French audiences for Chukhrai's Ballad. The Soviets chalked this up to ideological warfare—audiences in the West were being denied Soviet movies for political reasons—and they protested; in 1963, a senior Soviet official announced that the USSR would stop buying U.S. films unless the American side could guarantee wide distribution for Soviet films. No boycott ever happened, and in the seventies Soveksporfilm was still struggling to broker deals with U.S. firms that would ensure not just sales but exposure for Soviet films. The Americans, for their part, argued that Soviet pictures did not perform well, and they were not alone. The Indians were also reluctant to take on Soviet films, especially after 1960, when distribution moved from a cultural exchange format, via friendship societies and clubs, to a commercial one. Even fellow socialists were far from enthusiastic; in the early sixties film distribution agencies in the people's democracies were refusing offers of the Soviet pictures on offer. A Soviet delegation to Poland in the summer of 1962 was dismayed to find Kraków's theaters showing only five Soviet films, but twenty-five capitalist ones. The only sector that appeared to be expanding for the Soviets in the 1960s and '70s was the postcardial one—Asia, Africa, Latin America, and the Middle East—but here too, despite Soviet attentions, the United States held an overwhelming advantage.

The USSR lost the cultural Cold War in cinema in blockbuster fashion: the gap between Soviet cinema's reach and Hollywood's was colossal. It is true that in comparison with Western European countries and Japan, the USSR was very successful in protecting and developing its domestic industry. The Soviets, of course, did not see themselves as playing in the same league with anyone else when it came to cinema for reasons of ideological superiority. But they did understand their innate material advantages: the Soviets were right not to compare themselves to, say, France, which, given its size, had little hope of supporting a large-scale, capital-intensive production and distribution operation along the lines of the Americans. (India, although it had both raw size and an extensive industry, lacked the capital.) The USSR was the only major industrialized country in the world with a domestic market big enough to drive an industry to rival Hollywood in its global reach. Arguably, the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, a multinational, multilingual state, was as good a position as the United States, and possibly a better one, to develop a cinema culture that could speak to a diverse global audience as well.

The Soviets were always voracious critics of Hollywood's bullying of the international movie marketplace, and for good reason. Yet as many critics also pointed out over the years, the USSR's export troubles had deep domestic roots. Soviet cinema was an industry that identified itself as an art but operated like a craft; it had a handmade quality that hindered its international competitiveness. As Hollywood and other cinemas went to color and wide-screen films, the Soviets lagged behind. More than that, they suffered baseline problems with equipment of all kinds. The production values in Soviet films often fell far short of international standards, and this was something cineastes talked about openly. Reform proposals from the Filmmakers' Union in the sixties flatly stated that Soviet films were not competitive on the world market because of their inferior production values. Film-stock quality was the most glaring issue. It was a problem universally acknowledged, repeatedly studied, and never solved. The film industry also lacked adequate facilities for subtitling and dubbing films and so wound up spending hard currency for the services of foreign companies or, more often, doing without.

On the organizational side too, as we know, Soviet cinema suffered fundamental problems. An industry that missed its domestic production deadlines missed the international ones, too. Indian film distributors complained about the lack of professionalism at Soveksporfilm as agents dallied in selecting films
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and returned them damaged.\textsuperscript{185} The Soviets also faced persistent rumors—well-founded, as it turns out—that they illegally copied films sent to Moscow for consideration.\textsuperscript{186} Many foreign cineastes who knew of the Soviets' high-handed attitude to intellectual property rights were reluctant to do business with them. Polish film officials complained to a visiting delegation in 1962 that the materials they got from Sovkino for screening were of such poor quality that they could not use them to advertise Soviet pictures.\textsuperscript{187} Similar problems hampered efforts to propagate Soviet cinema through noncommercial (diplomatic and educational) channels. Though the only film projector bus in all of West Africa in the early sixties was indeed imported from the USSR, it sat rusting in a Soviet embassy compound in Senegal for years: the embassy claimed it had no money to operate it, and the State Committee for Cultural Relations with Foreign Countries refused to let it be presented as a gift to the Senegalese government.\textsuperscript{188}

The other crucial question in Soviet cinema's fate on the world market was, of course, whether audiences wanted what it had to offer. The Soviet answer was always framed in terms of artful and ideological caliber, as was true in evaluations of the domestic scene. The standard line was that Soviet films failed when they lacked depth and failed to take on important issues in contemporary life.\textsuperscript{189} Bol'shakov, the USSR deputy minister of foreign trade, fleshed out the portrait of failure for The Art of Cinema (Iskusstvo kino) in 1959: "[T]here are a lot of unnecessary details of everyday life [in these films]," he wrote, "and romantic troubles which do not touch the viewer, lots of little songs, dubious witicisms, and lightweight, openly entertaining scenes."\textsuperscript{190} It is a formula that sounds rather promising from the point of view of genre, or entertainment-oriented, cinema. And if the films Bol'shakov listed that fit this bill—therefore unfree for international distribution, in his view—a good number were crowd-pleasers on the USSR domestic market: for example, the spy drama Case No. 306 (Delo no. 306), second place at the box office in 1956 with 33 million tickets, and Girl with a Guitar (Devushka s Gitarei), a musical comedy that sold 32 million three years later.
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This may have been true, but we must recognize that in the postcolonial sphere, as in the West, the audience that preferred Soviet cinema to its capitalist rival was by and large an educated, elite audience. This is not to say that Soviet pictures never performed well internationally but rather that they consistently and dramatically performed worse than the Soviet model’s sense of itself as world leader, and that this was important. At home, Soviet cinema made room for an elite/mass split in practice: it could accommodate a definition of cinematic success that relied on exploiting theatrically notorious or inferior productions (foreign and Soviet) to satisfy audiences while giving cineastes salaries and the all-important idling time for art. Internationally, however, in open market conditions, Soviet cinema had no way to implement this strategy, no way to fudge its business model and define its own path to success. Not only was the Soviet Union a net importer of cinematic imagery from its ideological archnemies, masscult, but Soviet cinema, which defined itself as the world’s leading cinema, was patently peripheral on the world screen. This was one contradiction that simply could never bear fruit.

THE NEW SOVIET MOVIE CULTURE

Soviet cinema-art was a particular kind of ideological construct, and at its heart was a particular model of a Soviet audience. It was, by definition, a gigantic audience, ceaselessly expanding, and unanimous in its appreciation for the work of Soviet cineastes. Each of these characteristics was essential. The size of the audience—not millions of tickets but billions—was living proof of Soviet cinema’s success. And because film in the USSR was defined as art, a huge audience further demonstrated the cultural level of its people and their fundamental unity. 1

Soviet cinema’s model audience was forged in the 1930s, when Pravda had declared, “The Whole Country Is Watching Chapaev!” and in fact entire factories, military brigades, schools, and offices marched off to watch the 1934 civil-war drama en masse, as they did for other films instantly dubbed “classics” by the authorities. All Soviet viewers returned to these classics again and again, it was said, not only for recreation but also for inspiration and education, for heroes. 2

The Soviet film world, bureaucrats and cineastes alike, invoked Soviet cinema’s canon throughout the entire postwar period. Chapaev, especially, was summoned up as a symbol of unity—the unity of politics and art, of filmmakers and viewers, of the cinema itself—and as a model for emulation. Yet in villages, towns, and cities across the postwar USSR, Soviet cinematic culture presented a rather different picture. Most obviously, if the whole country was watching anything in the years after World War II, it was likely to be the slapstick film Turan or the first Soviet blockbuster, Amphibian Man, Bollywood’s Love in Simla or the Soviet adventure story Pirates of the Twentieth Century—that